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ABSTRACT

Previous studies of the coastal-low occurrences in central Chile have been aimed at
the formulation of a conceptual model to explain observed features in connection with
applied studies. The most prominent weather pattern associated with CL occurrences,
(type A), coincides with the onset of a warm, middle-troposphere ridge over central Chile,
and a surface high over northern Argentina. The synoptic forcing of the low is related
to weak frontal disturbances that travel equatorwards. They result in a thickening of
the marine layer that becomes blocked by the coastal escarpment, at the time of the
onset of the ridge aloft. The blocking of the stable air above the subsidence inversion by
the Andes is also hypothesized. The analysis of the subsidence inversion, the geometry
of the coastal and Andes mountain ranges, and a scale analysts of the non-dimensional
governing equastions for the generation of the coastal lows, following the approach of
Reason and Steyn (1990); lea ds to the conclusion that both blocking actions are strong
and persistent in central Chile. An interactive mechanism between the upper and lower
blocking effects is postulated to explain the cyclonic vorticity and the initial steering of
the coastal lows. The scale analysis of the governing equations for the propagation stage
of the low suggests that, departing for the South African case, non-linearity is important
here, and that solitary Kelvin waves could be expected. Theoretical phase propagation
speeds and Rossby radii are found to range between 8 and 15 m s-1 and 100-250 km,
respectively. The importance of strong southerly winds ahead of the low and weak winds
at its trailing edge is also stressed, as another major departure from the coastal-low
behaviour elsewhere.
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1 Introduction

Coastal lows (CL's) in central Chile are a year-rou nd phenomenon. Synoptic experience
indicates that during most of the year their occurrence is concentrated in the 27-37 S
latitude span, reaching occasionally as far as 41 or 42 S in the austral summer. The
frequency of occurrence of the CL's is about one per week, synchronized with the synoptic
rythm of upper-air mid-latitude troughs and ridges drifting from west to east across the
Andes.

As coastally trapped wavelike disturbances below the subtropical subsidence inversion
layer and the topography, they seem to share some of the typical features of those observed
in western South Africa, as described, for example, in Reason and Jury (1990). However,
differences in the coastal orientation and topography, together with characteristic length
scales of the major orographic blocking features (South African plateau vs. the Andes
mountains), and the nature of the synoptic scale forcing mechanisms, suggest differences
at least during the generation stage of those disturbances.

Although three types of synoptic configurations have been identified in connection
with coastal-low occurrences (Rutllant and Garreaud, 1994), the most frequent and well-
defined ones (type A) occur in association with the onset of a warm ridge in the middle
troposphere over central Chile. At t he surface, a migratory anticyclone progresses behind
a cold front northeastwards over Argentina, below an upper-air cold trough, with its axis
frequently tilted in the NW-SE direction.

In the synoptic-scale-oriented arrangement of the first-class Chilean surface weather
stations, located several hundred kilometers apart, these sub-synoptic scale disturbances
are first noticed as relatively large falls in the sea-level pressure (SLP) at Copiapo (27 S)
(Figure 1).

The assess a gross propagation speed of the CL's, a phase-lag distribution of the
change in sign from negative to positive values in the 3-hour SLP tendencies (CL's pass-
ing through) between Santo Domingo (33.5 S) and La Serena (30 S), was performed.
The results indicated that the most frequent phase speed was around 18 m s-1, but the
dispersion was wide (Rutllant and Garreaud, 1994).

At the only radiosonde station available between 23 and 41 S located at Quintero (33
S, sea level), where a reliable twice-a-day data set exists since 1957, the passage of the
leading edge of the low is accompanied by a strengthening of the subsidence inversion and
a descend of its base, frequently down to the surface (Rutllant 1981, 1983). This recurrent
feature has been used as an indicator of dates when CL's with significant amplitudes have
reached central Chile. For instance, taking the subsidence inversions at Quintero that
exceeded a temperature increment of 10 C while the height of their bases stayed below
250 m at 12 UTC (08 LT), as representative of strong coast al low occurrences; their
association with negative normalized departures of both the SLP and the zonal wind
components at 850 hPa, and with positive anomalies in the 850 hPa temperatures, has
been established. Altogether, they confirmed the association of CL passages over central
Chile with warm, easterly flow advection near the inversion layer (Rutllant and Salinas,
1983, Rutllant 1983).

The lowering and strengthening of the subsidence inversion during the passage of the
leading sector of the CL over central Chile has been related to forced subsidence down
the western Andean slope produced by the CL surface convergence itself (Rutllant, 19
81). The effectiveness of this mechanism was assumed to depend upon the availability of



easterly flow components above the slope, which have been thought to be produced either
by a Foehn-like downslope flow due to the favorable position of some upper-air troughs
with an axis tilted from NW to SE over the Andes (Rutllant, 1981), or through slope-
induced frictional effects of a northerly barrier-like wind LLJ in connection with the the
penetration of a warm, stable ridge, at the time of the generation of the CL, as described
above (Rutllant, 1983). The latter conditions, being leas restrictive when compared with
the Foehn-like occurrences, appear to be more relevant in the generation of the CL's.

The importance of the coastal lows in terms of their association with weather changes
from sunny, warm, dry and shallow surface mixed-layer conditions at their leading edge; to
moist, cool and overcast conditions in connection with their trailing edges, ha s been the
subject of applied studies on air pollution episodes in Santiago (33.5 S) (Rutllant, 1981;
Rutllant and Salinas, 1983; Rutllant and Garreaud, 1994); on the occurrence of water-
collection episodes from marine stratocumuli cloudiness (Fuenzalida et al., 1990); and on
ocean upwelling-favorable wind events in north-central Chile (Rutllant, 1993, 1994).

Characteristic synoptic meteorological conditions in association with the occurrence
of coastal lows in centra! Chile, especially during the southern winter, are presented in
Section 2.

Section 3 describes the statistics of the subsidence inversion, as derived from daily
radiosonde data at Antofagasta (23 S) and Quintero (33 S), together with the resulting
parameters relevant for internal gravity wave propagation.

Section 4 deals with the geographical setup and the characteristic space and time scales
leading to the assessment of the upstream blocking efficiency and persistence induced by
the synoptic scale forcing, following the Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985) approach, as
presented in Reason and Steyn (1990). As a consequence of the preceding analysis, a gen-
eration mechanism resulting from the interaction between the synoptic-scale forcing flow
below and above the subsidence inversion and the intervening topography, is hypothesized.

Section 5 presents some considerations on the expected propagation characteristics of
the CL's in central Chile, after a comparison with similar phenomena in North America
and South Africa, following again the Reason and Steyn (1990) analyses. A summary of
results and a discussion are presented in the final section.

2 Synoptic Meteorological Conditions
The most important and well defined synoptic weather configuration, (type A), that has
been referred to in the Introduction, accounts for more than 60 of the CL occurrences
during the winter season. Their high impact on the air pollution events in Santiago (33.5
S) has led to the particular attenti on to that specific season. Schematic surface and 500
hPa synoptic weather patterns are depicted in Figure 2. The surface chart (Figure 2a)
corresponds to the typical configuration at the time when the coastal low reaches central
Chile, after a frontal dis turbance has moved northwards in its dissolving stage. It depicts
a coastal trough between a reinforced subtropical anticyclone offshore and a cold-core
high moving northeastward over Argentina, steered by a leading upper air trough (Figure
2b).

Following the middle troposphere ridge moving over central Chile, a second short-wave
trough usually drives a frontal disturbance that moves across south-central Chile, heading
towards the southwards propagating CL.

A typical sequence of the 12 UTC temperature and dew-point vertical profiles at Quin-
tero (33 S) is presented in Figure 3. On May 27, 1979 the inversion had almost vanished
after the passage of the frontal disturbance, though the subsidence can be recognized by
the sharp decrease in the dew point temperature at about 960 hPa. The sudden low-
level wanning and drying in the two following days and the beginning of the near-surface
cooling with a shallow saturated surface layer on the last day, are apparent. It is also
noticeable the further warming that is s till taking place at around the 900 hPa level on
day 31st, when the surface layer is already saturated.

In any individual case, the southernmost latitude reached by a particular coastal low
seems to be controlled by the position of the incoming frontal disturbance, that "fills"
the low just ahead of it.

A second type of configuration (type B) seems to be more frequent in late spring and
summer over central Chile, when the storm-tracks of the westerlies reach their south-
ernmost position. During those occas ions, a climatological thermal trough is normally
positioned over northwestern Argentina, as described by Schwerdtfeger (1976). Under
these conditions, it is possible to find type A configurations further south, with CL's
reaching occasionally 41 to 42 S.

The third type (BPF) shares the trough location east of the Andes with type B.
Accounting for about 30% of the CL occurrences during the southern winter, it is a
prefrontal condition (PF stands for pre-frontal) that seems to be more frequent in dry
winters when, due to a strong subtropical anticyclone, weak and often occluded frontal
disturbances slow down or become quasi- stationary as they reach central Chile. Type A,
characterized by a surface high over northwestern Argentina and a pre-ridge condition in
the upper-air above central Chile, results in a completely reversed pattern in comparison
with type BPF. In fact, the onset of an upper-air trough over central Chile induces a
surface low in northwestern Argentina (Lichtenstein, 1980) as the previous migratory
high drifts into the Atlantic. Therefore, there is a complete reversal of the surface and
upper air patterns, except for the surface CL over central Chile.

Type BPF configuration, less well-defined in comparison with type A, can be thought
as the final evolution stage of a type A condition, just before the CL meets the incoming
frontal disturbance. Moreover, these configurations are often accompanied by a pre -
frontal ridge between the CL and the front, enhancing pressure gradients favorable for
easterly wind components (Rutllant and Garreaud, 1994).

A further difference between A and B configurations is related to the cloud cover. As
type A shows clear skies and warm weather, the BPF type presents middle and high cloud
overcasts, due to the proximity of the front.

3 Average Subsidence Inversion Parameters and To-
pography Scaling

Based on daily radiosonde data at Antofagasta (23 S) and Quintero (33 S) for the period
1958-1985 at 00 and 12 UTC, Table 1 illustrates the seasonal variability of the heights of
the base and the top of the subsidence inversion layer in geopotential meters (gpm), the
temperature at the top and the temperature increment within the inversion, in degrees
C.

(Summer = DJF, Autumn = MAM, Winter = JJA, Spring = SON)



UTC
SPRING
SUMMER
AUTUMN
WINTER
AVE.

SPRING
SUMMER
AUTUMN
WINTER
AVE.

AVE.

BASE HEIGHT TOP HEIGHT
h h,

gpm gpm

00
854
1004
870
830
890

00
430
374
346
378
382

636

12
985
1080
854
838
939

12
371
422
285
248
332

636

ANTOFAGASTA
00 12
1510
1705
1512
1425

1518
1578
1445
1368

TOP'TEMPERATURE

C
(1959-1985)
00 12
17.7
18.1
18.5
17.5

17.4
17.3
18.4
17.1

1538 1477 18.0 17.6

QUINTERO (1958-1985)
00 12 00 12
1016
988
975
1029

1007
1094
932
838

17.2
18.1
17.5
18.3

14.9
16.8
16.2
15.4

1002 968 17.8 15.8

28 S (INTERPOLATED)
1270 1222 17.9 16-7

TEMP. DIFF.
AT
C

00
8.8
6.0
7.0
9.4
7.8

00
3.8
3.7
4.6
4.4
4.1

6.0

12
10.0
5.6
7.2
10.0
8.2

12
5.2
5.3
6.5
6.3
5.8

7.0

TABLE 1

3.1 H e i g h t of t h e b a s e of t h e s u b s i d e n c e i n v e r s i o n .

At Antofagasta the minimum height of the inversion base is found at about 850 m in the
austral fall and winter, with minor differences between the 00 and 12 UTC observations.
Maximum heights are observed in summer, slightly above 1000 rn, with somewhat higher
values at 12 UTC.

Quintero presents only in summer a lower inversion height at 00 UTC as compared
with the 12 UTC values. This behavior during the high insolation season is expected since,
being the coastal cloudiness less abundant, it allows for regional mechanisms related to
the insolation over the mountain slopes and to the the ocean-land thermal contrast to
increase subsidence along the coast during the afternoons (Rutllant, 1977; Rutllant and
Ulriksen, 1978).

At Quintero, the winter minimum occurs at 12 UTC with an average height of 250 m,
but with a large dispersion, probably derived from sequences of frontal disturbances and
coastal lows at that latitude. The maximum height of the base in summer attains 420 m,
with the minimum dispersion.

Though the seasonal amplitude is somewhat larger at Antofagasta, it is possible to
consider at 12 UTC the height of the inversion base changing seasonally in phase at
Antofagasta and Quintero, with a difference of about 600 m.

3.2 Height and temperature of the top of the inversion.

In the 12 UTC soundings, if a 500 m difference in height between Antofagasta and Quin-
tero is allowed for, the seasonal march of the levels of the top of the inversions at both
sites coincide almost perfectly. The average height of the inversion top at Antofagasta is
about 1500 m, with slightly higher values of both height and temperature at 00 UTC. A
more marked difference is apparent For Quintero, but with the same sign.

The average depth of the inversion layer would be of the order of 600 m all along the
23 - 33 S latitude span.

3.3 Temperature increment across the inversion layer.
The average temperature difference between the top and the base of the subsidence inver-
sion layer is only 1 C larger at 12 UTC when compared with the corresponding values at
00 UTC, in both stations. This feature probably derives from the temperature decrease
at the base of the subsidence inversion due to the nighttime and morning radiative cooling
at the top of the coastal strato- cumuli, normally present at that time over the area at
that time. This effect pressumably overcompensates the observed afternoon warming of
the inversion top.

In summary, an average temperature increment of 6 to 7 C can be considered repre-
sentative for the subsidence inversion, both at Antofagasta and Quintero.

3.4 Scaling parameters for the inversion-capped coastal bound-
ary layer.

According to the preceding climatological results, the following parameters are defined
for the coastal marine layer (ML) and its inversion cap at Antofagasta (23 S), Quintero
{33 S) and at a middle point (28 S), presumably located near the generation area of the
CL's. The corresponding values are presented in Table 2

- height of the ML\h (gpm)
- inversion layer depth hi (gpm)
- potential temperature increment across the inversion A6 (K)
- potential temperature of the ML 9 (K)
- Brunt-Vaisala frequency N (10-3 s-1)
- Coriolis parameter f (lO"5^"1)
- reduced gravity g?(ms~2) (*)
- Phase speed of an internal Kelvin wave c (m »"')(*)
- Rossby radius of deformation R (km) (*)
(*) Parameters corresponding with a two-layer (TOP and BOTTOM) shallow-water

model with 6(T0P) - 9{BOTT0M) = A0/2



LATITUDE S 23 28 33
h
hi
A$

e
N
f

c
R

915
600
14.0
291
28
5.67
0.24
14.8
261

635
600
12.5
289
26.5
683
0.21
11.5
168

355
600
11.0
287
25
8.24
0.19
8.2
100

Table 2

4 Mountain Flow-Blocking of the Synoptic Scale
Disturbances

Figure 4 illustrates zonal cross-sections of the Andes barrier at 27, 30 and 33 S. A coastal
range that in many places rises above 1000 m elevation (Figure 1) is only noticeable in
the cross-section at 33 S, due to the resolution of the topographic data ( 3 x 3 km). The
effectiveness of this coastal range in blocking the cross-shore flow within the marine layer,
will be considered separately from the Andes synoptic flow-blocking above the inversion
layer, as both mountain chains will be assumed to play different but related roles in the
generation stage of the coastal lows.

An important characteristic of the meridionally-oriented Andes range, evident through
the inspection of Figures 4, is the high ratio between mountain maximum height (hm
= 4500 m)) and mountain half width (lm = 100 km), as denned in Pierrehumbert and
Wyman (1985) . This "slope" represents an important scaling parameters for the blocking
action of the zonal flow. In fact, the ratio of the "cross — mountain" Rossby number (Ro
= U/flm) at 30 S to the equivalent nondimensional combination for the vertical scale,
the Froude number (Fr = UjNhm) will be always large. This imples a strongly persistent
blocking effect independent of the speed of the im pinging zonal flow, within the normal
range of the associated Brunt-Vaisala frequencies (Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985).

The coastal range considered by itself, presents a typical maximum height hm = 1000
m and a halfwidth lm = 20 km (coastal range A). However, its numerous gaps and
discontinuities would allow for the horizontal diffusion of the potentially blocked flow, so
that the up-sloping valleys and plains to the east would provide for further inland blocking
of the marine layer, as evidenced in satellite pictures.

Taking these features altogether, a larger mountain halfwidth (lm = 50 km) has been
also considered for this coastal range (B).

The parameters presented in Table 3 are calculated for 30 S. Zonal windspeeds facing
the coastal and Andes ranges are set equal to 5 and 8 ms-1, respectively, considering that
synoptic-scale winds usually have important meridional components. The Brunt-Vai sala
frequency N for the synoptic-scale flow blocked against the Andes during the occurrence
of coastal lows has been calculated with the vertical gradient of potential temperatures
between 700 and 500 hPa at Quintero.

PARAMETER UNITS COASTAL RANGE ANDES RANGE

u
2PI/N
2PI/J
Ro
Fr
1/Fr
Ro/Fr

m
km
ms~l

S

8

A
1000
20
5
240
86400
3.44
0.19
5.2
18

B
1000
50
5
240
86400
1.38
0.19
5.2
7

4500
100
8
380
86400
1.10
0.11
9.1
10

Table 3
A thorough discussion on the genesis of coastalty trapped disturbances (CTD) in South

Africa, the west coast of North America and the east coast of Australia, is given in Reason
and Steyn (1990, 1992).

Besides establishing the scales and nondimensional numbers to assess the intensity and
persistence of the blocking effect of the meridional orographic barriers on the impinging
zonal flow, an analysis of the synoptic forcing in the South American sector is required to
contribute in the explanation of significant differences in the generation stage, in particular
with the South African case.

In the first place, it seems necessary to consider two different types of flow-blocking.
The southward extension of the continent, penetrating deep into the westerlies most of
the year, together with the meridional orientation of the Andes, result in a frequent
splitting of the cold frontal systems as they drift across the continent. Thus, two different
northeastward streams of cold air in the lower troposphere at both sides of the Andes can
be usually identified in the satellite imagery.

The generally strong and effective subtropical anticyclone along the arid and semiarid
coastal strips of Chile, encompassing the significant latitudes for the CL's generation and
propagation, provides not only for the existence of a semipermanent subsidence inversion,
but also produces a weakening and retardation of the frontal disturbances in those semi-
arid areas, where annual rainfall is from 300 mm in the south to 50 mm in the north of
the area.

The most common effect of those frontal disturbances, eventually extending several
hundred km into the arid coast of Chile, is a growth of the marine layer depth (Fuenzalida
and Ogaz, 1981), that produces thick overcasts of marine stratus with frequent drizzle.
These events, together with those characterizing the trailing edges of the CL's, constitute
a rich potential for water-collection from the clouds at favorable locations on the coastal
mountains (Fuenzalida et al., 1990).

Therefore, the low-level synoptic forcing of the CL perturbation can be thought as
an initial thickening of the marine layer against the coastal escarpment, as weak frontal
disturbances progress northeastward steered by a frequently distorted shortwave trough
crossing the central Andes.

As soon as the subsequent upper-air ridge starts setting in over central Chile, the tow-
level flow looses the steering effect of the preceding trough and its original vorticity due
to friction, accumulating instead potential vorticity as it dams against th e topography.
The large values of Ro and Ro /F r in Table 3 would indicate a strong and persistent



blocking effect (Reason and Steyn, 1990). Furthermore, the free flow on the ocean side
of the perturbation oould provide, via lateral shear-stresses, an initial cyclonic vorticity
to the blocked marine layer. This low-level block would be more efficient with meridional
frontal orientations.

In terms of possible preferred locations for the marine layer blocking effect, Figure 1
indicates that around 25 S, altitudes above 1500 m bend towards the sea, favoring such
phenomenon. Observational evidences of the first signals of the surface pressure drops
around 27 S, would be consistent with this geographical feature.

Above the inversion layer, the southwesterly flow of stable air associated with the warm
ridge is also strongly blocked, veering upwind to westerly and northwesterly directions, as
it becomes subgeostrophic by the braking effect of the mountains. The exces s pressure on
the western slope of the Andes, produced by the damming of the stable air aloft, would
lead to a northerly LLJ, as first discussed by Schwerdtfeger (1975).

The transient stage of this type of blocking effect has been analyzed in genera! and in
particular for the Alps by Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985), whose model simulations
result in "barrier — winds?' that do not reach the geostrophic equilibrium, even long after
the initial transient of an impulsive cross mountain flow, at large 1 jFr numbers, has
occurred. Their comparison with real data shows an enhanced and sharpest than predicted
wind turn in the Alps close to the barrier (to the left in the northern hemisphere). A
sharp change like that would be needed in the case of the southwesterly flow turning to
northwesterly at the leading sector of the upper-level ridge approaching the Andes, during
the generation phase of CL's.

The " barrierwinds" modeled by Parish (1982) for the Sierra Nevada mountains,
present frictionally induced easterly wind components over the sloping surface, generating
thereby favorable conditions for the forced s ubsidence down the Andes, as a complemen-
tary mechanism of the Foehn-like conditions described in Rutllant (1981). The occurrence
of a northerly LLJ by the side of the Andes , with a maximum speed at about 2000 m al-
titude exceeding 14 m s-1, in connection with the penetration of a warm, stable upper-air
ridge, has been reported in Rutllant (1983). These speeds are within the same order of
magnitude than those obtained by Parish (1982) and Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985)
simulations for the Sierra Nevada LLJ.

Both upper and lower blocking effects would be further related as follows the initial
thickening of the marine layer and inland cool-air dome would increase their cyclonic
vorticity as they retreat to the south, steered by the inland LLJ above the inversion,
mainly due to absolute vorticity conservation (f effect). The lateral entrainment and
convergence toward the incipient low would gradually stimulate downslope subsidence at
its leading edge, producing a downward perturbation at the inversion base.

At this point, the easterly flow components resulting from bottom friction at the LLJ,
would provide for the offshore warm air flow ahead of the center of the low, setting the
stage for a full development of the mechanisms proposed by Reason and Jury (1990) and
Reason and Steyn (1990). These mechanisms include the generation of cyclonic vorticity
in the descending warm air due to potential vorticity conservation arguments and increase
of cyclonic vorticy through warm air entrainment into the marine layer.

In comparison with the South African synoptic forcing, the mechanisms discussed here
exclude the direct action of the surface anticyclone at the east side of the Andes, due to
the elevation and continuity of the this mountain range. The fact of the existence of CL's
associated with a type B synoptic pattern, where a surface trough rather than a high
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appears east of the Andes, reinforces this r- terpretation.
However, lee-troughing to the west of the Andes cannot be disregarded when east-

erly wind components are present in the middle troposphere due to the distorted shape
and axis tilt of the trough above the Andes, as discussed in Rutllant (1981), or when a
segregated low appears immediately to the north of Quintero, as a frequently recurrent
feature. In addition to that, blocking of the cold air outbreaks at the eastern slope of the
Andes cannot be disregarded either, since the northward surge of cold air could result in
blocking against the slope, on account of its anticyctonic vorticity. In these circumstances,
important downslope winds at the lee side (western slope) can result, as pointed out by
Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985).

The analysis of coastally-trapped disturbances along the west coasts of North America
(Dorman, 1985, 1987; Mass and Albright, 1987) and South Africa (Reason and Jury,
1990), and their comparison with the observed characteristics along the subtropical coast
of western South America, leads to the recognition of many common features, particularly
concerning the gross synoptic patterns.

The eastward drift of a middle-latitude surface anticyclone polewards of the respective
coastal waveguide, the resulting "ridging" to the east of the area and the subsequent
"troughing" along the coast, seem to be relevant in all the discussed cases. Moreover,
the middle-troposphere troughs associated with the surface migratory anticyclones may
present a variety of features, related or not to the blocking mountains large amplitudes,
segregated lows, retardation or retrogradation, or simple distorsion in the case of high
and narrow meridional mountain ranges, as the Andes. Such individual features lead to
particular events whose generality has to be proved when climatological conclusions from
case studies are to be drawn.

All the synoptic meteorological conditions analyzed during the summer season have
in common the poleward displacement of the subtropical anticyclone and the presence of
an equatorward thermal trough inland, with the corresponding shift of the westerlies and
associated synoptic scale disturbances to higher latitudes.

5 Coastal Low Propagation Features
Whether the initial result of the synoptic perturbation in the coastal marine layer be
an onshore (offshore) flow with the ensuing thickening (shallowing) of the marine layer,
the argument is more quantitative than qualitative in terms of the propagation of the
disturbance. In fact, wavelike features as up and down excursions of the base of the
subsidence inversion, 180-degree shifts in wind direction and clear to overcast transitions
across a mesoscale alongshore pressure differential, seem also to be common features.

In the linear case (linear Kelvin wave), this pressure differentia] would be distributed
symetrically along a full wavelength. In the non-linear ones, the alongshore pressure dif-
ferentia! could be either a compressed mesoscale "high — low" pressure dipole {solitary
Kelvin wave) or a high pressure surge travelling continuously along the coast from a large
reservoir of dense air (density current). These idealized modes are very seldom realized
in nature; observed cases being a combination of them. The most important consequence
of establishing the dominant mode, if any, is to determine the wave-propagation pertur-
bations around obstacles like capes and bights along the coast. These pertur bations can
range from blocking in the density current case to smooth propagation, with only relative



changes in the phase speed and amplitude of the wave in the linear case (Reason and
Steyn, 1990).

In quantitative terms, however, the change in wind speed seems to be a differentiation
factor. In fact, in the North American west coast case, the poleward downgradient of the
SLP along the coast seems to dominate, with surges of "reverse flow" under the hump in
the marine layer and stratus cloud cover (Mass and Albright, 1987). Exactly the opposite
is observed along north-central Chile, where the enhanced winds along the coast occur
ahead of the center of the propagating low, with clear skies (Rutllant 1993, 1994). This
"southerly surge" relaxes and shifts to generally mild northwesterlies as the SLP jumps
up and the stratus reach the area. A more balanced scheme seems to prevail in South
Africa, where linear wave propagation patterns are relevant, according to Reason and
Jury (1990).

Near the top of the inversion layer before the low passage, on the other hand, relatively
mild easterlies components give way to stronger westerly ones, as the inversion layer jumps
up following the culmination of the low (Rutllant and Garreaud, 1994).

Diversity in the internal gravity wave propagation features away from the source region
depend on the efficiency of the coastal waveguide to preserve the energy of the wave as
it propagates. The orientation and curvature of the coastline, coastal valleys, plains
and ranges, and air-sea interaction processes as coastal upwelling, led to a wide variety
of boundary conditions affecting the speed and energy diffusion, as the wave propagates
polewards. Therefore, if typical speeds and wave behaviour are needed on a climatological
basis, measurements seem unavoidable.

Preliminary results of the analysis of a 6-month data record from a coastal network
of seven automatic meteorological stations, spanning from 27 to 33 S, will be reported
elsewhere.

In order to make a preliminary assessment of the importance of the non linear and
local acceleration terms in the governing equations, Reason and Steyn (1990) have derived
the characteristic coefficients that multiply the non-dimensional terms of the equat ions
of momentum corresponding to an inviscid, shallow-water two-layer model flow.

Table 4 lists the most important parameters for the Chilean coast and reproduces the
corresponding values for the South African case, as calculated by Reason and Steyn (op.
cit.):

2PI ja angular frequency of the wave, a is the mean return period
R: Rossby radius of deformation. In the Chilean case it is variable because the base of

the inversion slopes down from N to S ((*) = average value).
L: characteristic distance travelled by the wave.
Roz'. Rossby onshore-advective number = U//L(U = 5ms~l)
c: phase speed of the wave ((*) = average value).
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PARAMETER UNITS SOUTH AFRICA CHILE
1/fT

R
L
R/L
a R/fL
R^
c

days
km
km

ms~l

6
137
3000
0.05
0.001
0.003
10

5
ISO (*)
1000
0.15
0.03
0.07

io (*)
Table 4

The equation of momentum for the across-shore wind can lead to a geostrophic balance
of the alongshore flow if R/L, a R/fL and fi« are very small during the wave propagation
away from the source region. If this is true, the system is semi-geoetrophic, since the
across-Bhonj flow will never be geostrophic. Though the South African case seem to
attain this condition due to a large L, in the Chilean one these parameters are one order
of magnitude larger. However the factor that multiplies the total acceleration in the
across-shore equation is about 0.03, while the corresponding coefficient for the along-
shore equation is of the order of one.

Therefore, the wave along the Chilean coast would be more complex than its South
African counterpart and the alongshore winds will not be in equilibrium with the across-
shore pressure gradient. This has been proven in the daily averages of the alongshore
wind component at 30 S, where a stepwise regression model has stressed the importance
of is&llobaric ageostrophic components in the explanation of the alongshore wind variance
(Rutllant, 1994).

When the non-linear terms are important, Reason and Steyn (1990) claim that a
nonlinear Kelvin wave component would be associated to an initial density current, which
propagates through and ahead of the current. In spite of the strong winds ahead of the
perturbation and the lateral diffusion due to the lack of continuity of the coastal range,
some sort of solitary Kelvin wave could characterize the Chilean coastal lows, since pure
density currents are not likely to be observed on account of the type of synoptic forcing
and of the alongshore wind structure across the pertu rbation.

Experimental results on the changes of phase propagation speeds and possible blocking
in some areas could help to determine the dominant mode of the wave propagation.

Finally, the role of ocean-upwelling areas in depressing the subsidence inversion, would
lead to a locaJ decrease in the phase speeds, but at the same time would improve the
quality of the coastal waveguide, since the possibility of lateral diffussion is decreased
with a shallower marine layer, Now, since the principal upwelling foci are associated
with capes (points), where nonlinear waves tend to get trapped, the improved waveguide
conditions there could compensate for the wave front disperssion tendency, when passing
through those obstacles.

6 Summary and Discussion
Previous studies of the coastal-low occurrences in central Chile have been aimed at the
formulation of a conceptual model to explain the the most frequently observed features
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in the low propagation, and at the identification of the synoptic weather patterns to
eventually forecast their occurrences.

The most prominent weather pattern associated to CL occurrences, (type A), coincides
with the onset of a warm, middle-troposphere ridge over central Chile, behind a trough
in northwestern Argentina. The axis of this trough is frequently tilted above the An des,
allowing occasionally for easterly wind components to descend down the western andean
slope (Rutllant, 1981).

At the surface, the coastal low initiates its southward propagation after the passage
of a weak frontal disturbance, often only detected by a thickening of the marine layer
with abundant stratus and drizzle, that drift northward along the coast until they become
blocked by the coastal escarpment somewhere in northern Chile. This probably occurs
between 20 and 25 S, and should coincide with the onset of the warm ridge aloft. The
stability of that ridge produces also its blocking, now against the Andes, generating a
barrier-like wind structure that seems to play a role in the formation and initial steering
of the coastal lows.

The analysis of the subsidence-inversion climatology and of the characteristic geometry
of the coastal and Andes ranges, leads to the conclusion that both blocking actions are
strong and persistent.

In summary, it is suggested here that the troughing west of the Andes, in connec-
tion with the generation of the coastal-lows, is due to a positive feedback mechanism
between the blocking of an equatorward moving thickening of the marine layer and cool
air inland, produced by a weak frontal disturbance, and to the blocking of an eastward
drifting middle-troposphere ridge that sets in shortly therafter. Fundamental pieces in
the suggested mechanism are a northerly LLJ over the Andes western slope, above the
subsidence inversion, and the generation of cyclonic vorticity as the blocked marine layer
and cool air inland start moving south.

After this initial feedback is established, the perturbation growths through the Reason
and Jury (1990) mechanism for the South African coastal low, basically establishing that
the depression of the marine layer stems from warm air entrainment into the marine layer
produced by the resultant downsloping offshore flow at the inversion level, ahead of the
center of the low.

The result of a comparative analysis with other geographical areas where similar phe-
.nomena can be identified, set the Chilean case together with the South African one in
terms of the warm, subsident offshore flow that forces the initial depression of the marine
layer. However, the scale analysis of the go veming equations for the propagation stage of
the low, suggests that non-linearity is important, as was the case for North America (Rea-
son and Steyn, 1990). Nevertheless, weak winds are found in the Chilean case under the
hump of the marine layer that propagates behind the low, contrary to the North Ameri-
can experience. The strong wind events in the Chilean coastal lows are found ahead of it,
setting on just after the passage of the frontal disturbance. Theoretical phase propagation
speeds and Rossby radi i range between 8 and 15 m s-1 and 100-250 km, respectively.

With respect to the topography, the complexity of the coastal range and the high
altitude of the Andes call for a three-dimensional numerical modelling of the coastal-low
generation and propagation.

The Brunt-Vaisala frequency used in this study, for the upper blocking, considers the
stability at Quintero between 700 and 500 hPa. The resulting value is larger than the
"canonical" one defined by Pierrehumbert and Wyman (1985). In any case, the resulting
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1 I FT number indicates a persistent blocking effect with total stagnation of the upstream
now close to the surface.

Further experimental work should be performed around the area where pressumably
the bulk of the blocking takes place, including the LLJ structure above the inversion.
However, other sources of oscillation of the marine layer originated further north, that
could become amplified in certain areas, should be also considered.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Vertical temperature profiles at the coast (solid lines) and at 50 km offshore Cruz
Grande (29.5 S) (dashed lines) performed at 9 hours LT with an airborne Rosemont
thermometer and a standard airplane altimeter, for November 6 and 7,1987.

2. Baroclinic zones within a zonal cross-section of the marine layer from west (left) to
east (right) at the subtropical west coast of South America and associated low-level
jets (LLJ's) at the upwelling-front and at the coast. Colder (C) and warmer (W)
areas are depicted, {Adapted from Rutllant, 1994).

3. Schematic map of three consecutive isallobaric synoptic analyses performed for June
27, 1991 at 12 UT (dotted lines), 18 UTC (dashed lines) and 24 UTC (solid lines.
The isallobars are in hPa /6 hours, covering the coastal area of western South
America from 20 to 35 S.

4. Composite of eight 5-day wind events centered at day (0), when the pressure reached
its minumum value (culmination of the coastal low). Daily values of the surface
pseudo-stress of the wind (solid), pressure at 21 UTC at Point Lengua de Vaca
(dashed), and pressure at 21 UTC at San Felix island (dotted) are depicted for the
winter half of the year (a). The pressure difference between San Felix and Point
Lengua de Vaca (solid) and the daily-averaged meridional wind speeds at San Felix
island (dashed), are included in (b). All the values are departures from the averages
listed in Table 1.

5. Same as 4., but for the summer half of the year.
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